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Here’s the squeeze...
Between the hayseeds blowing down the corridors and the carnival
music winding through the air, the Clubhouse is abuzz with our upcoming parties. Fruitopia Fair Day promises all kinds of sunshiney goodness
(bring on Spring!), and inside you can read about one rainbow family’s fabulous outing at Fair Day 2012. Whether your taste is for classic
country or electro-ho’down, y’all had better bring your boots ready for
scootin’ on Saturday 7 September…
As for the Rainbow Circus NYE extravaganza, the DJs are booked, the
decorations are being devised, and we’re all in awe of Maude and
Jackson’s splendid diorama (see pic inside) giving us the sneak-peek of
the revelry that awaits. Tickets go on sale on 1 September, so make sure
you don’t miss out on the freakish festivities that will see in the new
year… Volunteer registration also opens that day: come help us make
the party fantabulous!
This edition of the Juice also has a focus on Fruits’ younger generation, featuring an interview with Fresh Fruits youth group mentor Tracey Backshall,
and the thoughts of the “Freshies” themselves. It’s great to hear how much
Fresh Fruits means to the Rainbow Region’s young people.
Finally, this lovely newsletter needs a wordsmith to take on the Editor
role; please get in touch if you’d love to be in charge of wordage for
Tropical Fruits.
Fruitfully yours -- Jodie Martire (Guest Editor)
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Save the Date...
Delicious

Saturday 24th August
9pm to 2am
Lismore City Bowling Club
(Spinks Park)
$15 entry
DJs – Somerville & Wilson

Fruitopia Fair Day

Saturday 7th September
11am onwards
Lismore Showgrounds
FREE
Barn dance & DJ BJ
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Ho’Down

Saturday 7th September
8pm til late
Norma’s Kitchen,
Lismore Showgrounds
$25 / $30 / $35
DJs 1iSAMURAi, LADY K, Hubba
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Chair
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VACANT
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VACANT
We want you, wordsmith!

The Fruit Bowl

Members and friends are always welcome at the Tropical Fruits
clubhouse: The Fruit Bowl.
Please phone or email first to ensure that we’ll be there to greet
you! Please note that we are largely a volunteer-run & -managed
organisation so we may not always be available: we will do our
best to stay true!
Our OFFICE HOURS:
Wednesday: 9am - 5pm Administration, Events
Thursday: 10 am - 2pm Bookkeeper, Treasury
Always remember to call ahead if you are visiting outside of these
hours.
phone: (02) 6622 6440 or email: fruits@tropicalfruits.org.au
post: PO Box 6305 South Lismore NSW 2480
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Committee Reports
Chairman, Kenny Beilby

I would like to acknowledge the traditional owners, the Widjubul peoples of the Bundjalung nation, on
whose ground we meet, as family and community.
This is my first report for the Juice and as such I’d like to begin by
first thanking you for electing me as Chairman, and to acknowledge all of the hard work and dedication of our previous Chairwoman, Ali Corfield, who thankfully remains on committee as a
special member.
We are a diverse community and one that I am happy to serve.
We, just like any other family, have our highs and lows but remain
ever strong in the knowledge that we are there for each other. Our
Clubhouse is a place of safety, fun, laugher, inspiration, creation
and endless supplies of glitter! All are welcome, and if you have
not been in for a while I’d encourage you to drop by and say “hi” on
any Wednesday when most of the committee and community gather to chat and work on projects.
As an organisation we have grown over the years but we have stayed true to our core values of being fun,
safe and inclusive. This year there have been some changes, however it is also a year of reflection on the
great ways and memories of the past, of family no longer with us, and of the strong community that we
have in the Rainbow Region. It is with pride that we go into our 25th anniversary year and celebrate all that
we are and all that we are yet to become.
Under the skilful and experienced hands of our Event Coordinator Michael Gates (aka Maude Boate) we
have a fantastic production line-up ahead of us for the rest of the year. He, with the rest of committee and
other valued volunteers, works tirelessly to make every Fruits event something special. I personally can’t
wait to see what he has in store for NYE.
Lots of Fruity Love
Kenny xx

Treasurer, Wayne Cameron

Since about 2004, Tropical Fruits has committed itself to supporting
the broader community in various ways. One way has been by making
donations to organisations such as ACON Northern Rivers, the Blues
Sisters softball team, the North Coast Lesbian Alliance, Jiggi Hall, Relay
for Life, Northern Rivers Roller Derby (NRRD), Queer Fruits Film Festival
Inc., and many others over the years. The total amount of donations
per year is based on the financial results of our New Year’s Party.
Fresh Fruits is one of several groups that meet at the Clubhouse on a
regular basis (see the articles on Fresh Fruit in this edition—Ed.). Freshies is semi-independent of Fruits and has evolved into an organisation
crucial to many GLBTI & Questioning youth aged 14 to 25. The group
is driven by volunteers who are also qualified mentors, like Tracey, Ali
and PJ. Freshies have their own fundraisers but they are also funded
by Tropical Fruits and by Lismore City Council through their generous
youth grants.
Mutually beneficial partnerships are another way we support the
community. We share resources with other organisations in order to help each other, as in our informal
partnerships with ACON Northern Rivers, NORPA, the Lismore Show Society, Lismore Lantern Parade and
CoastOut. Although the organisations work in different ways, we all have a common goal.
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Event Co-ordinator - Michael Gates
Hi Ho’Downers – Things have certainly been

happening since I’ve last spoken to you all: DJs,
production managers and lighting designers have
all been confirmed for NYE 2013.
I’m proud to announce that our headliner DJ is
none other Sydney’s longest-performing and most
prolific deck-handler, Alex Taylor. Alex and I are
great mates from the heady days of the 1990’s,
when we danced at the Midnight Shift and the
infamous DCM nightclubs and I took fewer drugs
with greater effects. Remember those days? Alex
was the one of the kindest and most considerate
DJs when it came to the drag show, always making
sure that the speed and pitch of the music didn’t
make us sound like chipmunks about to have a
coronary.

Over the last month, Jackson Gooch and myself
have been constructing a diorama or maquette
of the Lismore Showgrounds (for those who don’t
know what that is, it’s a scaled, miniature model).
This has already proved
itself to be a very useful
learning tool, so production managers, lighting
designers, volunteers
and committee members can see – in 3D – my
vision for NYE 2013.

Direct from Borneo, we have our trusted old friend
back to be our production manager – Tony Alison.
Can I say that the committee is overwhelmed with
happiness that he has agreed to work with us, and
much progress has already happened towards
NYE. I very much look forward to having his wealth
of experience and knowledge our visions for the
festival a reality.

And now it’s onwards to
Fruitopia Fair Day and
the Ho’Down.
Lessons have already started
at the Fruit Bowl for bushdancing; anyone is welcome
to come Thursday evenings at
5.30pm to learn via YouTube.
Oh yes, I hear you all gasp ,
but we are moving slowly but
surely into the 21st century.
So get ready to warm your
silver bells and cockle shells, for Spring is almost
here – and be prepared to see a Ho’ face Down on a
bed at our late-night party after Fruitopia.
Chookas, everyone…
Event Coordinator
Michael Gates

Last, but by no means least: our new lighting
designer, Andy Stewart. A NIDA graduate and
my classmate from Lismore High School, Andy
has many credits under his belt. They range from
big-budget theatre productions to the Sydney
Festival and Splendour in the Grass, so I think we
might be in the very best of hands. (PS He’s also
very Fruity).
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NEXT FRUITY EVENT
Our next darn-rootin, tootin’, fruitin’ party
Well how much Fruity fun can we have planned for just one
day! We’re looking forward to your cumly c(o)untryness on this
day of gingham glamour, so bring along yer podners,
yer boots’n’ hats and yer rustic rainbow charm, an’ we’ll all have
us a mighty fine time!
We start off with our annual Fruitopia Fair Day at the Lismore
Showgrounds, a daytime picnic from 11am packed with frivolity for your rainbow families. Don’t miss out on the bake sale,
the (canine) dog show, kiddy games, drag shows, and stalls and
entertainments aplenty.

Saturday
7th September

Venue: Lismore Showground
Time: 11am Fair Day
4pm Barn Dance
6pm DJ BJ
8pm Dance Party
Cost: FREE for the Fair Day
$25/$30/$35 for Dance Party
DJs: 1iSAMURAi, LADY K, Hubba
Lighting: Jackson Technical
Sound: Pinkerton Audio
Volunteer spots available
for Fair Day,
Bump Up, Bump Down and Bar.
Call the Fruit Bowl for more
info, or email
volunteer@tropicalfruits.org.au
Come the afternoon, we’ll
have all your toes a-stomping
in some not-so-square dancing,
called in the ole-fashioned way...
then DJ BJ will wile away the
evening hours until our nighttime Electro Ho’Down.
DJs 1iSAMURAi (aka Craig Wilson), LADY K and Hubba
will give back-to-back musical
pleasure from 8pm til late.
There’ll be plenty o’ moonshine
on tap, darlins, and room to
hitch yer horses while you do
some bootscootin’, so come to
Fair Day ready for all kinds of
fancy-dancin’.
See y’all there! Yee-haw!
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Our last regal event - Jubilee Masquerade Ball
Queen’s Birthday 2013

crowns and sprinkles, was provided by Jacqueline
Melkman and Margo Dell Rose, and they can expect
to be mentioned in the next Queen’s Birthday Honours List for their achievements.

Tropical Fruits celebrated its 25th birthday as
a community and festivity organisation at the
Masquerade Silver Jubilee party, a stately event
held over the Queen’s Birthday long weekend. We
dazzled the crowds, and the crowds dazzled us, as
we spangled and crowned one of our favourite NYE
venues – Norma’s Kitchen at the Lismore Showgrounds.

The court orchestration was opened by DJ LADY K,
with a fun vocal house set that especially had the
girls out jumping on the dance floor. DJ Les Smith
followed up the floorshow with snappy set of historical campery, showcasing the anthems that have
been Fruits’ soundtrack for the last quarter-century.

The night’s reigning monarch was Her Highness
Maude Boate II, her attire reflecting the great queen
of this land, Elizabeth Regina.
Her Majesty’s pure-crystal tiara
topped an imperial white-satin
number, adorned with a hotpink Fruits sash, and swathed
with a scarlet, gold-and-ermine
lined cape. The court was peopled by a variety of bemasked
and bewigged courtiers, as well
as Tupperware ladies, barnyard animals, polar bears, holy
sisters, electric heels, scarlet
ballgowns, and the spirit of
yin’n’yang itself.

Our queenly evening was reigned
over by the beauteous crowns and
tiaras painted by Jackson Gooch
with a little help from Michael
Gates; Sean Paris painted the Royal
Throne; and Dotti, the Keeper of
the Props, deserves great kudos for
the columns, crowns and sovereign symbols which adorned the
Royal Ballroom. Dan from Jackson
Technical Services (AKA Dangerous Dan) did a great job of illuminating his first Fruity event, while
John Pinkerton provided fabulous
sound throughout the evening.

Queen Maude opened the
performance by singing the following royal decree, which she
would also like to share here
with her loyal subjects:
Climb every mountain
Ford every stream
Follow every rainbow
Until ... you ... find ... your ... dream
Thank you for those noble words, Queen Maude.
(We especially like the bit about the rainbow).

The venue itself was grand –
thanks, Showground! – and we
loved the fact that our regal
entertainment could last until 2pm
without any involvement from the
Kingdom’s troops (aka the police). Thanks go to the
front-door team Susie, Wayne, Jill and Margie; bar
manager Ken Beilby; and the volunteers for bump
up and bump down. The Committee deserves
knight- and lady-hoods for doing extra shifts on
the bar and bump down when naughty volunteers
didn’t show on the night (boo!). We’d love more
volunteers to our next event: your name, too, could
appear with thanks in the next Royal Proclamation!

Maude was joined in an aristocratic performance
by our own Bundjalung Queen – Destiny Haz Arrived – who was accompanied by the resplendent
Lady Foie Gras (Goose Liver) and the fabulously
costumed Jo Jo Bunny. Destiny was imposing in her
amazing high-shouldered silver-and-black number,
with a frisson of extra diamantes and a warden’s
cap as she kept our Fruit Kingdom safe. Together
the performers celebrated and commiserated the
‘Same Old Story’ of strutting out another (fabulous!) drag show at another (splendid!) Fruits party.
To close the formal part of the evening, our beloved
Marie Reilly was knighted with the Maude Award
and did the honours of cutting the 25th birthday
cake: thankfully, Napoleon’s sword was on hand for
the task. The chocolate mudcake, encrusted with
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Volunteer Coordinator,
Neil Hendriks

HANDY REMINDER:
If you completed your RSA
before 31 December 2006
it has now EXPIRED!
If this is you, now is the time to
consider
updating your certification.

Hello Fruity Folk,
The time has rolled around once more for you
(and your friends) to don your work-boots,
sunscreen and glitter! New Years is rapidly
approaching and we are seeking volunteers to
help build the party.
Tropical Fruits is largely volunteer run, and we
could not bring our events to the larger GLBTI
community without your dedication.

ATTENTION
Stallholders wanted for
Fruitopia Fair Day!
To rent a 3mx3m stall for $25
contact Wayne on
tropicalfruitsfruitopia@
gmail.com
by Wednesday 4 September.

Volunteer applications for ‘Rainbow Circus’ New
Years Festival open on 1 September 2013. Visit
http://volunteer.tropicalfruits.org.au to apply!
We would love LOVE to have you on board this
year. For more information call us on (02) 6622
6440 or email volunteer@tropicalfruits.org.au.
See you all at New Years!
Neil :)
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Family Fun Day for All Ages

One of the Fruity Family sent us this story of
his mother’s wonderful experience at the 2012
Fruitopia Fair Day. Dawn passed away in July
this year, and Paul emailed, “it still makes us cry
with joy that you guys could bring mum and
our selves such joy on that day”.
Here’s to Dawn and her fabulous Fair Day like
this one! –Ed.

My name is Paul Burr and I have lived in the Northern
Rivers for 30 years. I was part of a group that set up
funding for what is now ACON NR; I also at one time
supervised a team of outreach workers for the needle
exchange program, and was an outreach worker
myself. It has given me a lot of pleasure to be part of,
and to watch, the Tropical Fruits grow over the years.
My partner and I are now living with my mother in
Wadeville. My Mum – Dawn – lives with advanced
dementia, and we are her full-time carers. On Fair Day

were overwhelmed with the love and support she
was shown. Big hairy men told Dawn “what a sweet
blouse that she had on”, and beautiful lesbians talked
about Mum’s fabby shoes or skirt. Mum truly was in
her element. The Radical Faeries Teacosy, Jim Arachne
and many other Faerie folk all gave Mum oodles of
attention and love, then the drag shows started very
loudly and I asked Mum “Should we go now?”
“No, no, no!” Mum said – she was tapping her toes to
Paige’s rendition of her favourite Roy Orbison song,
and larger-than-life characters like Maude Boate and
several other wonderful performers (whose names
unfortunately I can’t recall) were part of this whirlwind delightful event.
We left with Mum so happy. This truly was one of
Mum’s highlights in these times of her frail years. She

2012, Peter and myself took Mum to enjoy the festivities. We had arranged to meet up with friends who
had come from the Philippines, plus straight friends
from Kyogle, for fine food and beverages. We dressed
Dawn up for the very special occasion – setting her
hair, her make-up, in her finest apparel – and set off
to “The Country Show Day” (as Dawn called the Tropical Fruits Fair Day).
Dawn has always loved dogs, so I made sure we were
well and truly there to see the dog show. When the
owners arrived dressed as their dogs, Peter and I had
never seen Dawn laugh so much, with her eyes bright
and sparkling .The Dalmatian lady (Janelle Voss)
dressed as a Dalmatian, Michael Rogowski’s furry
outfit matching
Minnie the dog
and many more all
proceeded to go
out of their way to
let Dawn have a
pat and to give her
some attention. It
was a very important day for her.
As we watched
the show, with Mum sitting in her wheelchair, we

has travelled in her life and seen a lot of this country;
she was a keen artist with an even keener eye for detail. We drove her home with an ear-to-ear grin, and
as we arrived home and brought her up the stairs, she
turned to Peter and I and said, “Today she had been
around the world!” It brought us to tears that such
a vibrant community as the Tropical Fruits could put
on an event that my made mother feel so warmly
welcomed and so special. Mum is now extremely frail
and will be unable to attend any more shows, but
knowing that she had experienced her Country Show
Day will remain in our hearts forever.
One thousand thanks to everybody for a wonderful
lasting memory of my mother.
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FRESH FRUITS
Tropical Fruits’ under-25s group – Fresh Fruits – has
gone from strength to strength. From having only four
members about four years ago, every second Tuesday
now sees an average of 25-30 young people hanging
out and playing pool at the Fruit Bowl. While Fresh

afield as Grafton, Coffs Harbour and Tweed Heads.
For the region’s GLBTI young people, Fresh Fruits
is about all that’s on offer between Sydney and
Brisbane. In addition to their two-weekly youth
groups, the Freshies have an annual trip to either
Queeriosity (Brisbane) or Coast-Out (Coffs Harbour) to meet other GLBTI youth.
For the under-18s, it’s especially cool to be involved in organising Fruits’ Fruitopia Fair Day (this
year, on Saturday 7th September) and in running
the under-age dance party held on 30th December at Gem Space as part of the NYE Festival, with
a full compliment of disco balls, drag queens and
pumping dance music. Four years is a long time for
a youth group to keep on trucking, but Tracey is
proud of Fresh Fruits’ success in terms of numbers

Fruits facilitates participatory workshops on safe partying, healthy relationships and sexual health, the real
focus is on providing a social connection. Tracey Backshall, group coordinator and mentor, considers that social element the biggest gap for queer youth: coming
to Fresh Fruits lets young people know that they aren’t,
in fact, the only gay in their village.
While most Freshies come from Lismore, Ballina and
surrounds, Tracey has fielded enquiries from as far

and sustainability. The secret, she claims, lies in the
combination of Tropical Fruits’ social agenda with
Fresh Fruits’ structure: the youth group can focus
on fun and respond more directly to the Freshies’
needs. The group welcomes each year with a vision
day to plan for the months ahead, with a focus on
the social network. “People underestimate the importance of a social support group,”Tracey says, underlining the fact that “you can get educated anywhere” but you can’t always have a space that builds
community. She feels “mamma pride” that having a
permanent home at the Fruit Bowl helps “Freshies”
really own their community in the Northern Rivers.
It is the friendships and connections that the young
people make at Fresh Fruits that allow them to
blossom. For some Freshies coming to the group,
the combination of questioning their sexuality or
coming out, dealing with isolation, lacking family
support or copping flak at school has lead to crises
of self-harm or suicide attempts. But, Tracey says,
being in the group lets Freshies feel “wow, I’m not
alone!” After a few weeks, they tend to come out
of their shells, and are smiling, laughing and joking over the pool table. She was delighted to share
the stories of at-risk kids who spend their first few
meetings shyly in the corner, only to become the
life of the Freshie party a few youth groups later.
These interactions have led to long-term friendships among the region’s GLBTI young people, and
as Tracey says, “that may not have happened if it
weren’t for Fresh Fruits”.
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Fresh Fruits Vox Pops

15-year-old guy, been coming for two months
I first heard about Fresh Fruits when my mum found
this workshop and told me about it. I’ve been coming
since IDAHO day [May 17], and it was interesting, enjoyable. I kept coming back for more, it was great! It gives
me enjoyment and excitement, and it’s great to be with
people like me; there’s not many like me in my town. It’s
really fun here, fabulous and colourful, and it makes my
town dull and boring. If you’re thinking of coming, definitely give it a shot – come once or twice and you’ll love
it! It’s a great experience, you’ll make lots of friends.

Fresh Thoughts

Fruit Juice took a sneak peek at the last Fresh Fruits
gathering, and got some of the Freshies to share what
the group means to them. We’ve kept their names out
of this article, to keep Fresh Fruits as the safe space
they’re all proud of.

18-year-old guy, been coming for a year

Fresh Fruits is great for bringing people together and
connecting the straight supporters and gay community. I help out with some party volunteering through Freshies, and I’ve
newly come to the area. It is a community and a safe space where you can
be yourself and not be judged, where
you can be who you are. It’s a caring,
loving family that will, no matter what,
have you as its Number One priority. It
gives me confidence to go out into the
wider world, because it teaches you to
be your true self. It gives me a feeling
of contentment, and opens the door
to being confident in yourself. Lots of
Freshies have had to deal with depression, etc., and Fresh Fruits gives you
someone who is there for you, who is
coming from a safe place. It’s definitely a family, and if anyone were thinking
of coming alone they should definitely give it a shot.
They’ll be welcomed with open arms, warmth and
care. No matter if you’re LGBTI or a straight supporter,
it’s a free, caring space where people will always listen
and always understand, always make you feel wanted.
There’s always someone there for coffee or a chat. Coming to Fresh Fruits will give you an opening to do more
with yourself, and it builds character and self-respect
– if you can’t love yourself, you can’t love anyone else.
(Oh my God, I can’t believe I just quoted RuPaul!)

18-year-old girl, been coming for
three years
I found out about Fresh Fruits at roller
derby. A friend of mine there said, “I’m a
lesbian”, and I said, “Cool, I’m bi”, and came
along – it was the best thing I ever did.
At the time, I was having outrageously
complicated family issues with my sexuality, and coming here helped me work out
who I am, what I wanted, and it helped me
and my family come to terms with my sexuality. Coming here, I get a wonderful social aspect, and I find it really informative;
I’m a big fan of information. When I go into
the outside world, I take friendships with
me that I’ve been building over time, and
the love and respect that I get from everyone here. If
you’re interested in coming, you should definitely do
it. It’s a wonderful experience, and it will help you discover who you are. We won’t judge you, it’s a positive
atmosphere. The only other thing I’d say is that I think
the group has too much of a focus on lesbians, bisexuals and gays, and not enough on trans, queer, intersex
and gender-fluid people. But the group’s still young, it
will deal with [that issue] when it gets to it.

16-year-old girl, been coming for a year and a
half

I heard about Fresh Fruits via some friends who heard
about it from ACON. I love seeing people happy, knowing they can be themselves. I help out with some organising, some baking and making for events – I’m really creative. I also get friends to come and check it out
if the numbers get low, some of them like it and spread
the word. You see people smiling as they leave, knowing they’re in a safe space. In the outside world, it’s like
living life on the other side of the mirror, then I come
here and can be me more. I have a reason to be stupid!
For people thinking of coming, they should know it’s a
fun, safe place where you can be yourself, pretty much.
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Fruits Tribute Takes the Cake
Rohan Forkner, cereal (sorry, serial) entrant of the
Bobby Goldsmith Foundation (BGF) Bake Off and
winner of the “Best of Show BGF Bake-Off 2012”,
this year used his baking prowess to celebrate the
“25 years of amazing events that Tropical Fruits has
produced for the greater gay and lesbian community”. Rohan’s 2013 entry (pictured here) was made
of LED lights and a diamond frame covered in pink
hearts and plastic fruits. Bless him, this glorious pastry won in the non-edible category! Here at Fruits
we’re touched that Rohan put in so much culinary effort in our honour, and so proud of him for
showing the world his (baked) goods. Yay Rohan!

ANNOUNCING
B e a r s a n d b u d d i e s
now

has

a

new

name:

The Men’s Lounge.
The group wanted to make itself
more inclusive to all kinds of gay

    

       ''
"   


and bisexual men, and will continue to meet at the Fruit Bowl on
the second Friday of each month.
Its next meetings are
13th September and 12th October.
You can contact the Lounge on
menslounge2480@gmail.com.
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It’s official – there’s more of us than ever
The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) has
finally confirmed what we all already knew:
there’s more same-sex couples shacked up in
Australia than ever before. Between 1996 and
2011, the number has more than tripled – we’re
obviously getting better at turning people.

In around a quarter of male same-sex couples
there was an age difference of 10 or more
years between the partners, compared with
only 8 per cent for opposite-sex couples. For
women in same-sex couples, 15 per cent had
a similar age difference,” said Ms Griffin-Warwicke.

The ABS’s latest Australian Social Trends (AST)
report looks at the characteristics of same-sex
couples in Australia, and ABS Assistant Director of Social and Progress Reporting, Ms Jane
Griffin-Warwicke, said that in the latest Census
33,700 couples reported living together in a
same-sex relationship, with 17,600 male couples and 16,100 female couples.

The analysis showed that people in same-sex
couples tend to be more highly educated
than those in opposite-sex couples, with
almost double having a Bachelor degree or
higher qualification. “Same-sex couples also
tend to have higher labour force participation, higher incomes and move more often
than other couples,” Ms Griffin-Warwicke said.

“There were also almost twice as many children
living in same-sex couple families as there were
in 2001, with most of these children living in
female same-sex couple families,” said Ms Griffin-Warwicke.

In 2011, the top ten suburbs for male and female same-sex couples living in capital cities
were all in inner Sydney.
“People in same-sex couples were also more
likely to report having no religion, but around
two in five said they were Christian,” said Ms
Griffin-Warwicke.

The AST report shows housework is more evenly shared in same-sex couples, unlike opposite-sex couples where women tend to do more
than men.

For more details on what the ABS discovered,
check out
www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Lookup/4102.0Main+Features10July+2013.

“We found that while people in same-sex
couples tend to be younger than people in
opposite sex couples, they also tend to have a
greater age gap between partners.
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OLGA Focuses on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender
Ageing Issues.

Over the last year there has been an increased awareness, not only locally but also at both
State & Federal level, of the specific needs of members of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
Transgender and Intersex (LGBTI) community as they age.
 "$!"!!!)!$*#"!# ! 
the Northern Rivers for members of the LGBTI community, orgnised our first community
consultation in March this year. Fifteen people from a diverse backgrounds and ages
participated in this consultation.
)$*" $!! !!
One group is looking into the local level of interest/need. Another group is exploring
different models of volunteer visiting, while the third group is looking at developing social
activities that are inclusive of LGBTI elders.
The group now called OLGA (Older Lesbians and Gays Action), has been meeting locally,
in and around Lismore NSW to explore developing supports for LGBTI people as they age.
The focus is to develop grass roots supports particularly for elders who may be isolated
and /or with reduced mobility. There is strong interest in starting a volunteer visitor
group, while another support would be through social activities.
We want members of the LGBTI community who are interested in becoming volunteer
visitors to contact us and of course we want to hear from our elders on how we can support
them.
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healthy ageing involves meaningful social contact and volunteer visitors are an important
!"!!$!!(
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 "!& "!!$"!&$*#! $we were younger
$!&$$!!$(
Kate Lavender, executive member of Coalition of Activist Lesbians Australia

" !'    # "! &, we need
local on the ground information to "" "!& "! (
Next meeting is planned for Sunday 11th August 11am.
Anyone who is interested in joining us is welcome. We have meetings every 4-6
weeks and have met in different locations. For details about dates, meeting venues
or any other details please contact:
Rosalind 0400374513
Ian 0407891913

Look out for us at Tropical Fruits Fruitopia Fair Day
on Saturday 7th September.

The Tropical Fruits Stall at Fruitopia Fair Day would
appreciate donations of bric-a-brac, clothes, kids toys, etc.
Please bring your trashy treasures to the Clubhouse up until
Friday 6 September.
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ACON Corner – Safe Place
Safe Place Program Launched in Northern Rivers
Businesses and organisations in the Northern Rivers are being encouraged to demonstrate their support for the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex community
(LGBTI) by getting involved in ACON’s new Safe Place program. All Safe Places will publically display a Safe Place Charter to demonstrate their commitment to the rainbow
community. This is a set of principles that underpin the entire program and which each
Safe Place commits to following.
For further information, or to become a Safe Place, please visit
www.acon.org.au/safeplace.

ACON Northern Rivers Volunteer Call Out
Are you interested in meeting people from your community?
Do you need something worthwhile to do?
Would you like to expand your skills or try something new?
Many opportunities & roles available now!
·

Reception

·

Health promotion

·

Events assistants

·

Fundraising

·

Flyer distributor

·

ACON rover

·

Outdoor tasks

If interested, please contact Sioux: 6622 1555
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Research Study:

Sexual Wellbeing and Quality of Life after Prostate Cancer
for Gay and Bisexual Men and their Partners
Who can participate:
•
Gay and/or bisexual men, and/
or men who have sex with men, who have (or
have had) prostate cancer
•
Male partners of gay and/or
bisexual men, and/or men who have sex with
men who currently have prostate cancer

It is estimated that 600 - 1000 Australian gay
men are diagnosed with prostate cancer each
year. This study aims to examine the psychological burden of changes to sexual wellbeing,
sexual identity and intimate relationships in
gay and bisexual men with prostate cancer and
their male partners. Sexuality and intimacy are
important aspects of an individual’s quality of
life, with changes to sexual functioning, relationships, and sense of self reported to be among
the most negative influences on the wellbeing
of men with prostate cancer. However, the focus
of previous research has been heterosexual
men, with gay and bisexual men with prostate
cancer being described as an “invisible diversity”, or a “hidden population”. This has led to a
plea for research on the impact of potentially
important differences in sexuality, identity, and
intimate relationships on gay and bisexual men’s
experience of prostate cancer, which can be
used to inform health education and health promotion, as well as lead to targeted psycho-social
interventions.

How to participate:
If you are willing to take part in this study, you
will need to complete a survey, which may take
about 30 minutes to complete. The survey has
questions about the impact of prostate cancer, and your thoughts about sexual practices,
sexual identity, intimate relationships and
quality of life. You can access the survey online
at http://www.uws.edu.au/PCAS (Person with
Cancer Survey or Partner Survey).
If you are only interested in participating in
Stage 2 of this study which is the interview,
please contact the team via the email below. A
member of our research team will contact you
shortly to arrange the interview with you.
Thank you for your assistance.

This project is funded by Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia (PCFA) and is a collaboration
between UWS and Australian and New Zealand
Urogenital and Prostate Cancer Trials Group
(ANZUP). This research has received formal ethics approval from University of Western Sydney,
ACON and Victoria AIDS Council (VAC).

Contact details:
Telephone (freecall): 1800 19 20 02
Email: cancerandsexuality@uws.edu.au
More information: http://www.uws.edu.au/
PCAS
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NYE

POOL PARTY

31ST DECEMBER 2013
8PM - 6AM

1ST JANUARY 2014
10AM - 4PM
LISMORE MEMORIAL BATHS

KAM SHAFAATI
Lady K
FEISTY
GAVAN BRIGHT
ALEX TAYLOR
MARK ALSOP
ARSEE
ELSCORCHO
SVETA

PAPA TOM
1ISAMURAI
AKA CRAIG

WILSON

RECOVERY
1ST JANUARY 2014
6PM - 1AM

LES SMITH
SANDI HOTROD
NEROLI

LICENSED BAR - CABARET - CAFE - ART EXHIBITION - CAMPING
BOX OFFICE CLOSES 11.30PM ON NYE
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WWW.TROPICALFRUITS.ORG.AU
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